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The Lord Sustains Us!!!

II Thessalonians 2:13-17

The Christian life is actually a very countercultural lifestyle. It goes against the grain of our
natural self-focus. It calls for higher moral values than the society around us.

• Naturally, we try to avoid trials and problems in life. But as Christians, God calls us to
walk through those trials and problems with a different attitude. As James chapter one
says "consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many
kinds". Really? That is counter-cultural and counter-intuitive. To have that attitude we
must see that God uses unfair & tough times to teach us valuable lessons we need for a
deeper life now and to enjoy heaven more later.

• With busy schedules, many people in our nation now spend much of their non-working
time "cocooning" - that is they withdraw into their house to insulate themselves from
direct interactions with people and danger. As a lady on the airplane said to me, "my
grown daughter doesn H have many friends here in Vermont. She and her husband
leave for work when it is dark and return home when it's dark. When they get home
they just shut the curtains and want to be by themselves." Of course, you can't cocoon
and develop meaningful interpersonal relationships. More importantly God calls us, as
Christians, to "go" and be involved in the lives of others around us.

• Billions in advertising constantly tell Americans they need more stuff to be happy. There
is a powerful materialism that has grabbed hold of the last couple generations of
Americans. They cannot see themselves "happy" or "fulfilled" without money, gadgets or
stuff. Yet as Christians, we are called to give generously in an age the constantly wants
more for themselves.

•  "Self is the focus of much literature in our day - self-esteem, self-fulfillment, self-
determination, focus on yourself, make yourself #1, even "Self" magazine. Yet, God
calls us as Christians to humility & self-sacrifice - taking the same attitude of Jesus who
willingly made himself nothing and humbled Himself to die on the cross for us. vx

These are incredibly counter-cultural attitudes and ones we personally struggle witH^Decause
they all require sacrifice without the approval of th^M^re around us. To maintain these
perspectives in our lives is difficult. Our old the nature is constantly calling us back to self focus
and self exaltation. God must be doing some incredibly powerful things in our lives to sustain
us in the countercultural life He has called us to. Our scripture passage today reminds of some
of the things God is doing in our lives as He calls us to continue in the faith.

PROPOSITION: We can stand firm in all situations because of what Jesus has done, is doing,
and will do in the future.

I. Our solid privilege as believers
READ V 13-14. Here Paul says that he's going to thank God for the Thessalonian believers,
but he actually talks more about what God has done for them.
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A. Loved by God II Thes 2:13
The first thing that we see in verse 13 is that they, as committed followers of Jesus,
are "loved by the Lord". They may feel hated by the culture and antagonistic family
members at this time, but they are loved by God! READ v 13a. The perfect participle
rendered "loved" implies a settled condition. This is a love of the will. It is not based
on feelings or short-term circumstances. This is the dedicated love fathers have for
their kids which we celebrate today - it is not based on feelings or performance, but
on commitment and relationship. This is not something that we have to wonder
whether it is true. Being loved by God is greater and more solid than any other
privilege on planet earth - or anywhere in the universe for that matter. Now that love
is going to feel different depending on whether we are obeying or^anting our own
ways. Love is "seeking the best for another person for the long". It would not be
loving for God if He doesn't challenge and confront us when we are heading in a
harmful direction. This 'settled love' is a solid basis for us to live life triumphantly.

B. Chosen by God II Thes 2:13
Verse 13 continues to emphasize this solid foundation by reminding us that we are
also "chosen". READ v 13. The word "chose" here is unusual in the NT ~ it is found
in only two other places and both of those refer to significant choices that humans
make. This is not the usual word for "chose" that is sometimes translated ̂ *elect".
That God chooses us emphasizes the fact that God has taken the initiative in our
relationship. It is not about us having to prove ourselves or that we have to convince
God that we are worthy of His attention. As believers in God's truth in the Bible, we
simply don't have to worry about whether God loves us. God wants this relationship
with us. He initiated it. And God initiated it when we knew everything about us -
even our deepest secrets! We can refuse this relationship, but that will be because of
the stubbornness of our own heart. God is not embarrassed to call us His children. It is

an incredible honor to be chosen by God and it blunts all other rejections in life. We
are not chosen because we are better, smarter or more connected than others, so it
can't be the basis of arrogance or sinful pride.

Now the NIV & ESV translations speak of being "chosen as firstfruits^* while the
NASB and KJV translations speak of being "chosen from the beginning". The two
words represented (aparchen or archen) are from the same Greek root. This is a textual
difference evenly divided between the earliest manuscripts. Fortunately, both words
emphasize the same truth - God took the initiative in our personal relationship with
Him - He sought us before we sought Him. When we feel a spiritual interest that is
actually God intentionally inviting us to believe in Jesus and become His Child.

A side note on God's choosing or election: It is a travesty of God's electing grace to
think that because God initiates this choosing that all other people are chosen to go to
hell before they are even bom. Election is always used in the positive in the New
Testament. It is to encourage those believers who are facing tough situations around
them or who struggle thinking they don't match up to other Christians. When God
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choses some for special blessing, it is in order that others may be blessed through
them and with them. This is a constant feature of divine election throughout the Bible,
from Abraham onward. So if you are the first in your extended family to come to
personal faith in Jesus - you were chosen to be a first-fruit - it is going to be tougher
because you may not be accepted at first. However, your coming to Christ and
standing firm for Jesus, is a special action of God that will bring blessing into your
family - other family members will probablyio raith in the future because they see
God transforming you. The truth of election - God's choosing ~ takes away any claim
we might have of being better than others and it powerfully reminds us that God took
the initiative to call us into a personal relationship with Him already knowing our
every bad thought and action. Election does not keep anyone from coming to faith as
the Bible also clearly says that God desires all people to be saved, even though many
will reject Jesus and His offer of heaven.

C. Sanctified by God II Thes 2:13
Being loved by God, God taking the initiative and God's calling us to salvation as is
seen in v 14, are all things God has already done. These are solid truths that are
already true for true Christians. Now, we are reminded of what God IS CURRENTLY
doing in our lives. READ v 13. We are saved through the sanctifying work of the
Holy Spirit. "Sanctifying" is what God is doing in our lives right now - He is
transforming us from the inside out. "Sanctify" simply refers to the process of making
us holy - it is the process that works to turn all our thoughts, actions and attitudes to
ones glorifying Jesus and loving others. The process won't be finished until heaven,
but true Christians will see progress now. Picture this like a diet. Only a very small
percentage of those who diet are successful - meaning that one year later all the
weight lost is still gone - and that small percentage drops even more 5 years later.
Now imagine there is a very skilled, knowledgeable, caring, committed, and powerful
person working with you that would guarantee you will successfully lose weight and
kee^it off for the rest of your life. That would be exciting and quite a privilege. That
is what the Holy Spirit is doing in our lives right now as He transforms our character
to be more like Jesus. Wow!

D. Called by God II Thes 2:14
E. Share in Jesus' glory II Thes 2:14

Finally we are reminded of what God will do. READ v 14. Our incredible privilege as
Christ followers starts with what God has done in the past - his committed love,
initiating a personal relationship and calling us to accept the gospel of Jesus. Our
privilege as believers in Jesus continues with the Holy Spirit working within us to
transform our thoughts, attitudes and actions. And our privilege will continue as we
look forward to sharing in Jesus' glory in heavenl Heaven is a most wonderful place
- and if we picture it Biblically, it will powerfully motivate us to live a more God
honoring life now. The picture of heaven here in v 14 is a part of heaven most
Americans don't think much about - we will share in Jesus' victory.
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On Monday night, I was in a little restaurant in Sausalito, California ~ that is in the
heart of Golden State Warrior territory. Large-screen TVs were showing the action of /jd'-f!
the final NBA basketball championship game. Every basket, steal and block 9!^
followed by raucous cheering. When the game ended, the place went wild! The fans
were sharing in the glory of their team's ultimate victory. The fans didn't score any
points. But they were over the top excited. That is an incredible part of heaven. We
will be celebrating the greatest victory of all - sin, injustice, evil & wickedness will be
conquered forever. The celebration will be epic - and lasting!

II. Our call

With all these special things that God has done, is doing, and will do for us, what does God
want us to do in response? God calls us to live out this counter-cultural life of faith in Jesus.

A. Cooperate with the Holy Spirit II Thes 2:13
The first thing mentioned in our passage today is to cooperate with the Holy Spirit's
work in our life. As we saw in v 13, the Holy Spirit is currently sanctifying us - that
is transforming us from the inside out. We need to cooperate with that. One major
area in this sanctifying process involves life's trials and tribulations - we are to look at
problems that come into our lives differently as we mentioned in our introduction
today. The Holy Spirit will use these bad things, that are undeserved, unfair and
consequences of our broken/sin-filled world, to better prepare us for living a deeper
life now and enjoy fullness of life in heaven more. Just because Jesus has saved us,
redeemed us, forgiven us, adopted us, called us, loved us, and chosen us, does not
jnean we are personalfyre^dy.^ heaven yet. Just picture the last time you were
grumpy, worried, selfish, bitter, unforgiving, short, or angry. That would mess up
heaven. We require a far greater transformation to be ready for fullness in heaven than
we realize. Cooperating with the Holy Spirit in regards to problems means we stop
complaining about the problems but go through them with the attitude of an
overcomer empowered by Jesus. It is to stop being irritable because of the frustrating
people and instead look for ways to encourage others and show love.

I was tested in this area over the last week. Because of my decreased mobility because
of my muscular dystrophy, airports are pretty challenging places simply because of
their size. If the gate changes, I have no way to get to the new gate. Arriving at the
airport alone, I have no way to get my bags to the checkout counter. If a plane is
delayed, I have no way to get the bathroom. If the delay is really long, I have no way
to get food or water. And should I get stuck overnight, I have no way to climb up into
the transport bus, pull my luggage, or get to my room once I am at the hotel. Needless
to say, all of these things happened on my trip to California. I think it was the Holy
Spirit's prompting because it is not natural for me, but I tried to never grumble,
complain, or worry about those situations. Every time God met them, but the solutions
were always different - a high schooler went to get me a sandwich, an elderly man
wheeled me to a bathroom, the airport wheelchair attendant from Homs, Syria pushed
me right up to my door at a motel and another got me, the airline paid for a room in
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the motel hooked up to the airport rather than a less expensive one nearby, an airline
person behind the desk stopped to push me to a changed gate rather than making me
wait for a wheelchair attendant. Let me be clear - I definitely don't respond this well
to problems all the time, but it was so freeing for me and encouraging to those around
who were also frustrated by the problems - especially a gate agent| who just had an
irate passenger kick over all those upright stands. We can cooperate with the trans
formation the HS is doing in our lives by going through problems in faith.

B. Believe God's truth IIThes2:13
The 2"^ call mentioned here in our passage is for us to believe God's truth. READ v
13b. There is truth that we need to believe. We can't make up our own image of Jesus
and end up transformed. We can't make a God in our own image and experience these
wonderful privileges from the Almighty.

C. Accept the gospel offer II Thes 2:14
The 3^^^ call mentioned here in our passage is for us to accept the gospel offer. READ
V 14 - "through our gospel". The gospel is the good news of Jesus. In His love for
us, Jesus offers us forgiveness from our sins and reconciliation with God fKroughHis
death on the cross & bodily resurrection from the dead. When we are offered this
special gift we can reject this offer or we can ACCEPT IT by repenting of our sins,
believing in Jesus and surrendering to go God's way as seen in the Bible. Accepting
the gospel leads to heaven where we will share in Jesus' glory. Going our own way
doesn't end well.

D. Stand firm II Thes 2:15

The 4^ call mentioned here in our passage is for us to s^nd Firm. In fact, that is the
key reason Paul is reminding them of all the special things that God does for us.
READ V 15. We all have times of inner struggle because of pressures in our lives and
negative influences of the world, the flesh, and the devil. Stand firm! Standing firm is
not some plastic smile or unrealistic triumphalism. As I often share with Christians in
really tough situations, "if you're still in the roller coaster car when the ride ends
youhvictorious. It doesn V matter if you cringe and white knuckle it or triumphantly
throw your hands in the air laughing - if you're still in the car at the end^ you win."
When you don't give up in the Christian faith, you win - regardless of how wimpy, up
& down, or confused you were in the process. We only lose when we stop cooperating
with the Holy Spirit, deny the faith, change the gospel or walk away from Jesus.

III. God's work in our lives

A. Through what God's done in the past II Thes 2:16
READ V 16-17. Paul now prays for the Thessalonians. Again, it starts with what God
has done for them. We've already mentioned God's love, but notice two additional
items: God freekgives us eternal encouragement and good hope. Eternal
encouragement is "un-ending encouragement" in the face of all the problems. It is
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encouragement that doesn't fade away in the tough times. God's robust, exciting
vision of heaven, grace-filled picture of our forgiveness and clear evidence of His
powerful work around us all bring unending encouragement in the midst of problems.
Good hope is that hope which is beneficial. It's not a false hope in something that
won't happen or a wimpy hope that fades away in tough times. It is a hope based on
eternal truth and God's plan.

1. God's love

2. Eternal encouragement
3. Good hope

B. through the Holy Spirit's work today II Thes 2:17
Finally, notice three things that it is great to pray for fellow believers. READ v 17.
We pray that Jesus will encourage your hearts - that He'll both provide you comfort
that you can sense and motivation to keep going in the faith. We pray that Jesus will
strengthen you t^do what is good and right in your life - from loving your enemies,
to forgiving those who have hurt you, to being generous with those around you. It
isn't always easy doing the right thing - so we ask for God's strength for each of us in
these times. And we pray that Jesus will strengthen you to speak good words - to
stand for God's truth when it is unpopular or you are put on the spot, share the good
news of Jesus with those who don't believe, or use soft words when you want to
scream. READ V 17.

1. Encourages our hearts
2. Strengthens us to do right
3. Strengthens us to speak

When I was in California a person very humbly said to me, "satan has tried very hard to get
me to give up on my faith in Jesus, but I haven't." Her husband, in-laws and parents all died
in a short amount of time. Her house burned down. Her car 'melted' when the gas station
pumps she was at blew up. Beloved ones told her not to talk about Jesus with ones she loved.
And there were other major things she faced. Jesus doesn't ask us to *standfirm' in difficult
times without giving us overwhelmingly positive, grace given, exciting benefits &
empowerment so we can. And the great part is these awesome privileges of God are also
powerfully at work in the blah times, the ordinary times, the good times and the great times.
Christians always have great things to look forward to even when the immediate situation
involves loss and pain. Thank you Jesus.
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